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Deep Neural Network Through an InP SOA-Based
Photonic Integrated Cross-Connect

Bin Shi , Nicola Calabretta, Member, IEEE, and Ripalta Stabile , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Photonic neuromorphic computing is raising a grow-
ing interest as it promises to provide massive parallelism and low
power consumption. In this paper, we demonstrate for the first
time a feed-forward neural network via an 8× 8 Indium Phosphide
cross-connect chip, where up to 8 on-chip weighted addition circuits
are co-integrated, based on semiconductor optical amplifier tech-
nology. We perform the weight calibration per neuron, resulting
in a normalized root mean square error smaller than 0.08 and
a best case dynamic range of 27 dB. The 4 input to 1 output
weighted addition operation is executed on-chip and is part of a
neuron, whose non-linear function is implemented via software.
A three feedback loop optimization procedure is demonstrated to
enable an output neuron accuracy improvement of up to 55%. The
exploitation of this technology as neural network is evaluated by
implementing a trained 3-layer photonic deep neural network to
solve the Iris flower classification problem. Prediction accuracy of
85.8% is achieved, with respect to the 95% accuracy obtained via
a computer. A comprehensive analysis of the error evolution in our
system reveals that the electrical/optical conversions dominate the
error contribution, which suggests that an all optical approach is
preferable for future neuromorphic computing hardware design.

Index Terms—Artificial neural networks, image classification,
photonic integrated circuits, semiconductor optical amplifiers.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCED optical information technology is profoundly
changing today’s data transmission and data volumes [1],

[2]. The demand for high-speed and huge data processing has
escalated to a point where conventional electronic processors
cannot keep up: The transistor switching frequency has flat-lined
at no more than a few GHz over the last twelve years [3].
Therefore, massive computing resources are now operated in
parallel but at a moderate speed [4]. However, not all of them can
operate simultaneously: electrical interconnections represent a
fundamental bottleneck of electronic processing, as skin effect,
dielectric loss and wiring density exacerbate power dissipation
issue and limit the achievable data throughput [5].

Supercomputers, the core of the information processing, can
now execute around hundreds of peta FLOPS (floating point
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operations)/s, but at the impractical cost of about tens of millions
of Watts [6]. Our brain, in comparison, is able to perform about
the same order of operations of a supercomputer with only
20 Watts power consumption [7]. There is a wide consensus
that designing future hardware circuitry by getting inspiration
from brain connectivity can offer a real opportunity to overcome
the limitations of conventional electronics. As a consequence,
novel (non-von Neumann) computing architectures, such as
neuromorphic or other biologically-inspired architectures, have
attracted renewed interests in the last decade [8]. Examples
of these architectures have been recently developed in micro-
electronics: among those we name IBM TrueNorth [9], Neu-
rogrid [10], SpiNNaker [11], and BrainDrop [12], for spiking
neural networks, FPGA [13] and Google TPU [14] for deep
neural networks. These have reported advancements in power ef-
ficiency down to few pJ per operation. However artificial neural
networks rely on dense interconnectivity between neurons and
an electronic hardware implementation does not offer the desired
data throughput at the neuron level. Neuromorphic processing
for high bandwidth applications requires GHz operation per
neuron, which calls for a fundamentally different technology
approach.

Recently, neuromorphic approach has been applied to op-
tical computing: In contrast to electronics, there is negligi-
ble energy overhead for moving light encoded information
around, which enables unprecedented circuit interconnectivity
and speed. Moreover, while in electronics, information is pro-
cessed at the bit level, photonic engines are bit-rate agnostics.
Therefore, unlike electronics, photonics is able to decouple
speed from power consumption. Recently, large-scale deep op-
tical neural networks by using discrete optical components and
micro-optics [15] and an ultrafast leaky integrate-and-fire neu-
ron with a fiber-based system have been reported [16]. However,
bulky systems suffer from path dependent, phase difference and
limit scalability. Photonic integration technology has matured to
a point where high-performance sophisticated integrated circuits
are made available [17], [18]. A silicon-based photonic reservoir
computing unit has been proposed based on time delays and
Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZIs) [19] for sequential data
(voice) recognition. Based on distributed nonlinearity in the
system, reservoir computing cannot be programmed to imple-
ment prediction [20]. Deep neural networks (DNN) instead are
able to run inference, prior being programmed. A photonic
feed-forward neural network has been proposed based on a
coherent approach using MZI elements on a Silicon on Insu-
lator (SOI) platform [21]. This architecture is intrinsically very
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sensitive to phase noise accumulation since one layer of neurons
is realized via multiple MZI stages, as well as it suffers from
thermal crosstalk. Banks of high-Q micro-ring resonators on SOI
have been proposed, based on wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) operation for an increased interconnection bandwidth
[22]. Here, thermo-optic phase shifters are used to set the neuron
weights. However thermal cross-talk between adjacent elements
requires a complicated calibration procedure. Moreover, these
network demonstrations implement the non-linearity off-chip,
since this cannot be monolithically co-integrated within a single
passive chip. The need for scalable photonic architectures sug-
gests that the use of monolithic or hybrid integration of gain and
non-linear components is desirable. This concept has already
been exploited to demonstrate laser dynamics on an Indium
Phosphide (InP) platform [23]. Moreover, large-scale integrated
photonic circuits on InP have already shown that it is possible to
co-integrate multiple stages of gain elements [24], and to reach
high connectivity [25].

In this paper, we propose a photonic feed-forward neural
network, based on on-chip co-integration of passive (combin-
ers, splitters and filters) and active (gain) elements. Arrayed
waveguide grating (AWG) and semiconductor optical amplifier
(SOA) technologies are used to implement cross-connectivity
and WDM operation on chip. We demonstrate the concept of
the amplitude-based weighted addition operation in a neuron
through the use of multiple SOAs, one per weight, and an optical
combiner followed by a photodetector. In Section II we introduce
the exploited photonic integrated chip, where we identify the
neurons and the implemented layer of weighted additions. Here
we extend the definition of weight addition to the case of a
WDM source and of the exploited SOA-based technology. The
experimental setup is described in Section III, together with the
weight calibration, the neuron output optimization procedure, as
well as the neuron weight addition demonstration. The same InP
cross-connect is then used as a layer of a DNN to solve an image
classification problem in Section IV, followed by the analysis
of the error contributions (Section V).

II. InP SOA-BASED PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CHIP

A neuron represents the basic operation unit in a neural net-
work. In our work, we refer to the McCulloch-Pitts neuron model
[26], which is commonly implemented in an artificial neural
network (ANN), like a deep neural network. Then the operation
executed by a neuron is modeled as y = ϕ(

∑
Wixi + b), where

ϕ is the activation function, xi is the ith element of the input
vector, wi is the weight factor for the input value xi and b is the
bias. The weighted addition in a neuron is given by

∑
Wixi. For

a layer of M interconnected neurons, the output of these neurons
can be expressed in vector form: y = ϕ(W · x+ b), where x
is an input vector with N elements, W is the M ×N weight
matrix, b is a bias vector with M elements. The M outputs form
the y vector. For a feed-forward DNN, the outputs of one layer
are fed on the next layer as inputs.

A cross-connect photonic integrated switch for optical com-
munication application [27] is employed in this paper since it

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram for the chip which co-integrates 8 weighted
addition operation circuits for 8 WDM input vectors and provides 8 WDM
outputs. In grey are highlighted the used blocks. (b) Composite microscope
image of the fabricated PIC. (c) The functionality implemented on chip for 1
WDM input corresponds to one layer of 8 weighted additions in a DNN, with
off-chip activation function. (d) Scheme of the weighted addition within one
neuron, components and mask details of the circuitry designed on the integrated
InP cross-connect.

embeds already the connectivity required for feed-forward net-
works, as described above (see Fig. 1). The 8× 8 InP SOA-based
cross-connect chip is capable of providing space connectivity of
up to 8 neurons, and multi-wavelength connectivity of up to 64
channels, eight multiplexed channels (a WDM signal) per input.
Here the SOA technology is exploited in combination with the
AWG technology for multiple reasons: The optical amplifiers are
employed for setting the weight matrix and providing on-chip
gain for scalability, while the AWGs are used to filter out the
out-of-band noise built up by cascading multiple stages of SOAs,
as well as to de-multiplex the input data channels. The scheme
in Fig. 1a includes a pre-amplified input vector selection stage
(VS, left boxes), which includes a fan-out unit and an input
vector selection unit. A weight matrix multiplication stage (VM,
at the right) is made of arrayed waveguide grating (AWG)-based
filters, followed by the weight-SOA matrix and an addition
(fan-in) stage. Fig. 1b shows a composite image of the photonic
integrated chip (PIC) used in this paper. The chip broadcasts the
WDM signals to eight neurons belonging to the same layer and
de-multiplexes it via an array of eight AWGs. Fig. 1d shows the
scheme of the weighted addition implementation of a neuron
and the mask details of the neuron layout on-chip. Each neuron
consists of eight (different channels) inputs, eight SOAs (one
per channel) and an 8:1 MMI (multimode interferometer) based
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Fig. 2. (a) Coding scheme used in the experiment. (b) Time traces for the different wavelengths at point 1, 2, and 3 of the setup. (c) Experimental setup.
The chip circuitry is shown in the grey box, where the four weighted addition circuitries is shown as part of the chip. PCs: Polarization controllers; DMUX:
De-multiplexer; Pre-SOA: Semiconductor optical preamplifier; VS: Input vector selector gate; AWG: Array waveguide grating; EDFA: Erbium doped fiber
amplifier; PD: Photodetector; OSA: Optical spectrum analyzer; DPO: Digital phosphor oscilloscope; PIC: Photonic integrated circuit. Tunable time delay indicated
with dashed lines.

combiner. In particular, the AWGs right after the input vector
selection allow for a reduced out-of-band accumulated noise due
to the pre-amplification stages, in order to increase the weight
resolution. By applying different currents to the SOAs, we per-
form multiple multiplications between the input channels and the
trained weight-SOA matrix. The output signals are then summed
up to finalize the weighted addition operation. The thresholding
function is not co-integrated in this first demonstration (see
Fig. 1c). In this paper, we perform weighted addition of 4 input
channels per neuron for a total number of four (best performing)
neurons per layer (see implemented grey blocks in Fig. 1a).

The weighted addition is formulated mathematically, includ-
ing the use of SOA-based weights and of WDM data inputs.
The WDM signal at the input of the chip includes N multiplexed
channels, and each channel λi represents one element xi of
the input vector. For a given input power xi, and when the
internal losses are neglected, the expression of the output of
the multiplication of an SOA weight by the input power can be
expressed as [28]:

xo = xiexp [hi (Ii)] ,

where hi is the gain integrated over the length of the SOA for
the pathi, where the data is transmitted over the channel λi,
for a certain injection current Ii. The SOA is assumed to be
a broadband component so that the gain function is constant
with the wavelength over a wide band. After each channel is
multiplied by the gain exp[hi(Ii)], all results are summed again
into a WDM signal via an on-chip optical combiner. The signal

amplitude detected at a photodetector (PD), placed right at the
chip fiber output, is:

v =
∑

(R · Z0/vπ) · xi · exp [hi (Ii)] ,

whereR is the signal detection response, assumed to be constant
for dense WDM signals, Z0 is the PD characteristic impedance
and vπ the voltage at π phase shift [29].

In this paper, the bias and the activation function are im-
plemented off-line via a computer. The value of the bias b is
added to the data after detection. The activation function is
chosen to be a hyperbolic tangent function ϕ(v) = tanh(αv),
where α is the slope of the tanh function. The power transfer
function of the SOA is very similar to the positive part of the
tanh function [28], so that an activation function realized with
nonlinear SOAs is possible within the InP platform. A procedure
for fine optimization of the weights, of the offset to the bias and
of the slope of the tanh function is demonstrated in Section III-B
to improve the output accuracy of the neurons.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The experimental set up used in this paper is shown in
Fig. 2c. Four tunable lasers (Santec, ECL-210) are oper-
ated at wavelengths λ1 = 1539.83 nm, λ2 = 1543.10 nm,
λ3 = 1546.26 nm and λ4 = 1549.06 nm, each one modulated
with an electrical pattern generated by an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG, Tektronix, AWG7122B). In this section, we
use 1-bit modulation for demonstrating weight calibration and
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weighted addition operation. The patterns are amplified by an
electrical amplifier (SHF 100APP) to drive Vpp of 4 Volt on the
optical amplitude modulators (SUMITOMO, T.MXH1.5-10PD-
ADC) that generate the optical data signals. The experimental
setup allows the use of only two modulators (instead of four) for
implementing the data encoding into 4 different wavelengths.
This is possible by combining the use of the described coding
scheme with the implementation of signal synchronization in the
optical domain. The generated signals are then combined to form
one unique WDM signal, which is amplified using an erbium
doped fiber amplifier (PriTel LNHPFA-22) and de-multiplexed
again into four amplified wavelength channels. Polarization con-
trol is performed on each channel to maximize SOA gain on chip.
The data in the four different wavelengths are then synchronized
using varied-length fibers and tunable time delays before being
combined again and input at the PIC port 1 via a lensed fiber. Up
to 4 PIC outputs are accessed with a lensed fiber which is scanned
at the chip output and couples the output signals to an optical
spectrum analyzer (OSA, HP7145B) for spectra inspection, or to
a pre-amplified AC coupled PD (DSC-R402APD) and a Digital
Phosphor Oscilloscope (DPO, Tektronix, DSA72004C). Here,
the time traces are digitized via a 10-bit ADC and recorded for
calculating the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE).
These time traces are input to a computer where both the non-
linear function and an optimization procedure are implemented.
The neuron outputs are then sent back to the pattern generator
for implementing deeper neural networks.

In the PIC scheme (Fig. 2, pink box), one neuron operation
requires the biasing of up to 6 SOAs: 1 SOA used as pre-amplifier
(orange Pre-SOA), one SOA used to select the input vector
(orange VSi) and 4 SOAs acting as weights (SOA1, SOA2,
SOA3 and SOA4 in orange). The operation of a layer of a
total number of four weighted additions requires the biasing
a total number of 21 SOAs: 1 pre-amplifier SOA, four SOA for
selecting the input vectors and 16 SOAs acting as weights. The
16 weight-SOAs are biased with different (weight) currents con-
trolled by a multi-current controller (Thorlabs MLC8200-8CG),
in order to assign the gain value which acts as a weight factor
to the corresponding input data. It is important to underline that
in this work we do not share the same DACs for the weights
and for the input data. In particular, the Arbitrary Waveform
Generator includes two 8-bit DACs and provides the electrical
analog signals to be encoded in the optical CW laser signals
at the transmitter side. Instead, the control currents used to set
the weight-SOAs are set by the multiple current source with a
resolution of 10-bits (50 μA resolution).

The implemented coding scheme is shown in Fig. 2a. It is
conceived to allow input data bit-precision adaptability from
1 up to 6 bits. In Fig. 2a the coding scheme is depicted for the
example of 6-bit precision. Four different attributes, X1, X2, X3
and X4, are coded via a computer as two trains of 6-bit precision
samples, xi, which are min-max normalized [30] to the range
[−1, 1]. This procedure of normalization does not impact the
final outcome y, as long as corresponding new values for the
slope of the non-linear function, α’, and for the bias, b’, are set.
These two signals are then sent to two inputs of the 10 GS/s
Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG): the attributes X1 and

X2 are serially sent to input 1 of the AWG, while the attributes
X3 and X4 are serially sent to input 2 of the same AWG. There,
they are converted into analog signals via the two 8-bit DACs
in the range [−V, V], where V is the reference voltage at the
DACs.

In this experiment only positive weights are set, as weighting
via an SOA is inherently positive. Therefore, in order to perform
all combinations of multiplications between positive inputs, xi,
and positive/negative weights, wi, we code ad-hoc the input
data for every neuron output so that the multiplication with a
negative weight is equivalent to multiplying that same weight,
but positive, by the input signal, now inverted. Specifically, the
output of each DAC in the AWG will provide for the analog
signal of the original data, xi, or the inverted analog signal of
the original data, −xi, depending on if the sign of the weight,
communicated via computer to the AWG, is positive or negative,
respectively. Alternatively, negative numbers are possible via
the complementary modulation scheme suggested in [31], that
though requires to double the number of WDM inputs to the
photonic integrated chip.

In this section, we calibrate the weight-SOA gain (Section III-
A), perform weighted addition of 4 input channels per neuron
and optimize it via three feedback loops (Section III-B).

A. Weight Tuning

In this paper, we exploit the SOA gain as weight matrix ele-
ment wi, since an SOA can deliver a wide dynamic range when
employing both the absorption and the amplification regimes.
However, the weight-SOA gain curve is not a fully linear func-
tion of the injected current. Calibration of the gain-current curve
is needed in order to correctly reconfigure the weight. In this first
experiment, we modulate an optical input signal with 10 Gb/s
pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) and we record the optical
peak power curves as a function of the current injection at an
OSA. For this first prototype, the fabricated AWG has an optical
cross-talk of −19 dB [27], meaning that each optical path will
influence the gain control of the other channel paths. Therefore
the used calibrated tuning scheme considers an average opera-
tion condition for the optical power when the optical cross-talk
is maximum and when it is minimum. The optical crosstalk is
expected to be the highest when all weight-SOAs are switched
on and biased with a maximum injection current of 70 mA
(Fig. 3a, red triangles). On the other side, the cross-talk on the
channel under operation will be minimum if all the other SOAs
are switched off (Fig. 3a, blue squares). Fig 3a presents the
optical peak power curves when increasing the injection current
of the controlled weight SOA4 from 0 to 70 mA. These curves
indicate an optical power tunable range from −49.5 dBm to
−25.0 dBm, which enables a dynamic range of 24.5 dB. The
same measurements are carried out for the other channels as
well. Fig 3b plots the output power as a function of the control
current for the SOA3, for the same conditions as in Fig. 3a:
This offers a dynamic range of 2.5 dB wider. The difference
in optical power between the 2 SOAs is due to path dependent
losses. Higher dynamic ranges are possible when crosstalk is
improved. The curve oscillations present in both Fig. 3a and b
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Fig. 3. Measured optical power when tuning the injection current at weight-
SOA4 (a) and weight-SOA3 (b), when the other weight-SOAs are off (blue curve)
and when the other weight-SOAs are biased at 70 mA (red curve). (c) Mean curve
(solid line) from measurements in (a) with error bars, and the weight factor
curve versus current (dashed line) with power at −25.5 dBm taken as reference
point. (d) Correlation plot of the recorded weights versus the set weights after
calibration.

might be due to interference between the cross-talk signal and
the signal in the desired path. The on-state cross-talk from other
paths is already visible from the offset between the blue curves
and the red curves at 0 mA. By averaging the power of the two
curves in Fig. 3a, the optical power control curve is obtained as
a function of the current with error bars. A maximum error of
about 5% (0.6 dB) in the exploited range from 15 mA to 70 mA
is recorded, but this will be far reduced by using optimization
feedback loops as explained in the following Section III-B. The
weight factor curve is generated by setting a reference point at
weight ‘1’ for a reference output power. For full operation of
all the channels, this reference point is defined by the lowest of
all the weight-SOA output powers measured at the maximum
current of 70 mA that, for this chip, corresponds to −25.5 dBm
output power. The weight factor curve versus current is then
plotted in Fig. 3c (dashed line). In the obtained weight factor
curve, we can observe that there are 3 quasi-linear operation
regimes: i) for a current value within the range (0, 15) mA, the
weight factor is negligible; ii) for a current value in the range
(15, 35) mA, the weight factor can be tuned with a resolution of
0.01 per mA; iii) for current values within the range (35, 70) mA,
the weights can be tuned with a three time lower resolution of
0.03 per mA. In our setup, the minimum control current step
is 0.05 mA. After obtaining the weight calibration curves, we
report the relation between the set weight factor and the real
measured weights. From the plot in Fig. 3d, a linear relation
between the set and the measured weights is obtained, meaning
that the weight-SOA curve is well calibrated with the current:
a maximum error of 0.045 is reported.

Fig. 4. (a) Measured weighted addition reading error from two-channels (λ3
and λ4) as a function of the set weight on λ4, when net on-chip pre-amplification
is zero (solid line) and 4 dB (dashed line). (b) Measured 4 channel weighted
addition time traces (blue) and the calculated traces (red) when randomly setting
current of four weight control SOAs of one neuron.

B. On-Chip Weighted Addition and Neuron Output
Optimization

After the calibration of all the four weights per neuron, the
weighted addition operation in a neuron is carried out. All four
optical input channels are now modulated with 10 Gb/s PRBS.
The NRMSE between measured and calculated two-channel (λ3

and λ4) weighted addition at the neuron output is reported in
Fig. 4a as a function of the assigned weight to channel λ4. A
fixed weight factor ‘1’ is assigned to channel λ3. An NRMSE
below 0.08 is recorded when the pre-amplifier is set to operate
in transparent condition (solid line in Fig. 4a). A higher pre-
amplification provided by the on-chip pre-SOA and the input
selection-SOA (4 dB net added gain) increases in-band noise
and therefore results in a worst NRMSE figure of up to 0.11
(dashed line in Fig. 4a). However, in a newly designed chip,
these pre-amplifiers are not required. The 4-channel weighted
addition is demonstrated with randomly set currents/weights for
all the four SOAs of one neuron over all the weight factor range
[32]. As an example, the measured (blue) and calculated (red)
weighted addition time traces are shown for a part of the bit
sequence, and a reading error of 0.06 (Fig. 4b, top) and 0.04
(Fig. 4b, bottom) is calculated. In accordance with the different
current operation regime in Fig. 3c, the weight set accuracy is
higher for lower weight factor values. As the receiver at the
chip output is an AC coupled Avalanche Photo-Detector (APD),
filtering out the DC bias from the detected signal, therefore the
signals in Fig. 4b, measured at the output of the APD, range
from negative to positive values.

Three electronic control feedback loops of the neural network
parameters are implemented as shown in Fig. 5, in order to
optimize the output accuracy of a neuron: fine tuning of the
control current at the SOAs (loop-i), tuning of the bias (loop-ii)
and of the non-linear function shape (loop-iii) [33]. These 3
loops are executed independently and for one neuron, while
keeping fixed the other parameters. Fig. 6a shows the outcome
of the optimization procedure at the weighted addition operation
on chip which utilizes 4 channel input with a given weight
matrix (loop-i). The neuron output error variation is recorded
(after the implemented activation function) when tuning the
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Fig. 5. Optimization loops for improving the NRMSE of a neuron (after the
activation function). Error optimization (i) of the individual weights at the
neuron, (ii) of the offset to the trained bias and (iii) of the trained non-linear
function shape.

Fig. 6. Error optimization of the individual weights at a neuron (a), of the
offset to the trained bias (b, solid line) and of the non-linear function shape (b,
dashed line).

control current near the calibrated weightwi. The weight of each
channel is tuned from wi − 0.02 to wi + 0.02 with a weighting
step of 0.005. The solid lines are parabolic curve fitted out the
measured point, showing the (local minima) optimal points.
After optimization of the on-chip set weights, the best NRMSE
of the neuron is recorded to be 0.15 (non-optimized NRMSE was
0.2). Furthermore, the bias is tuned by changing an offset Δb to
the trained bias and the shape of the tanh function is changed
by varying the slope α, with respect to the values obtained from
the simulation model (loop-ii and loop-iii). Fig. 6b plots the
calculated errors when tuning the bias offset (solid line) and
when changing the slope of the hyperbolic tangent function
(dashed line). The impact of the offset tuning on the NRMSE
is remarkable as it acts on all the data at the same time. On
the other side, the NRMSE changes quickly for values of tanh
function near to zero but slowly for values at the edge of the
range [−1, 1], as expected.

IV. PHOTONIC DNN FOR IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

In order to evaluate the performance of a deep neural network
built via multiple layers on the InP photonic cross-connect, we
chose to solve a pattern classification problem. One of the most

Fig. 7. The deep neural network for the Iris flower classification trained on
a computer. The dashed boxes indicate where the InP cross-connect chip is
employed. Each neuron is indicated as made of the weighted addition part
(Σ) and the non-linear function (ϕ). The latter is out of the box as it is not
implemented on chip.

famous classification problems is the Fisher’s Iris flower classi-
fication, which can be solved by using a DNN. The Iris database
is made of three classes (setosa, versicolor and virginica) of 50
instances each [34]. Per each instance, the Iris flower category
is identified by observing four of its attributes: length and width
of sepals and petals. For this demonstration, we have executed
the training of this DNN via the simulation platform TensorFlow
[35], where we have used 120 instances as a training database.
In order to make use of 4 weighted addition operation circuitries
available in the photonic integrated InP cross-connect chip for
four different neurons in a layer, a feed-forward network, made
of 2 hidden layers with 4 neurons and an output layer with 3
neurons (see Fig. 7), is trained on a computer. The dashed boxes
in Fig. 7 indicate the same chip, which is used for three times in
this experiment. The 3-layer network is created layer by layer.
For every layer, we assign the weight factor to different inputs
on the same chip and record the optical signal from the output of
the chip. This is converted into the electrical domain and passed
through the nonlinear function on the computer. The results are
then fed back to the transmitter side to generate again the optical
inputs. For the next two layers, the procedure is equivalent.
This 3-layer network is used to demonstrate the concept of an
SOA-based photonic neural network. In particular, the Iris flower
classification problem has been chosen as a small scale example
to analyze the ultimate accuracy provided by the photonic neural
network.

The trained weight matrix is mapped to the matrix multi-
plication on chip. The hyperbolic tangent activation function is
implemented off-line via software after the O/E conversion. The
output from the first hidden layer serves as input to the second
layer (at the arbitrary waveform generator) and the output from
the second hidden layer serves as input to the third (output) layer.
Finally, the output of the third layer, after the SoftMax transfer
function, P (y = j) = eyj/

∑n
j=1 e

yj , provides the predicted
probability of the output samples y belonging to class j.

For this application, the 4 input attributes are encoded into 26

levels at a data rate of 10 GSample/s and are used to modulate
the four input wavelengths which are amplified and multiplexed
to be input at port 1 of the chip. The fine tuning of the weights
for output optimization (as described in Section III-B) is applied
to each neuron in every layer of the photonic neural network.
The expected values of the output signals are calculated as
the input data (coming from the previous layer) multiplied by
the corresponding trained matrix. The difference between the
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Fig. 8. Output data from the 1st hidden layer, with blue line representing the
measured data after optimization and red line being the expectation from the
input multiplied with the trained matrix.

TABLE I
NRSME, COMPARING OUTPUTS TO THE EXPECTATIONS

TABLE II
ACHIEVED NRMSE IMPROVEMENTS BY THE OPTIMIZATION

athere is no activation function at output layer, the optimization is merely on the weighted
addition part on chip.

expected values and the actually recorded values at the output
of the chip, after the optimization procedure, represents the real
performance of the chip, i.e., it tells how well the trained matrix
can be mapped onto the implemented photonic neural network.
Both the time trace of the expected values (red line) and the
recorded optimized signals (blue line) are plotted in the same
graphs in Fig. 8 for the four neurons of the first layer. The
recorded signals are similar to the expected ones, where the
calculated NRMSE are 0.15, 0.10, 0.08, and 0.10 for neuron 1
to 4 (from top to bottom), respectively.

For the 2nd hidden layer and 3rd layer (the output layer), the
same procedure is carried out to optimize the outputs. Table I
shows the NRMSE of the optimized signal at the output of the ith
layer per neuron, compared to the expectation calculated taking
the output from the previous (i − 1)th layer taken as input.

Table II shows the percentage of improvements obtained
per layer and per neuron: The optimization loops contribute to
improving NRMSE over a range from 5% up to 55%. A better
optimization is observed when the output data is lying on the

Fig. 9. For a deeper understanding of the photonic deep neural network, the
photonic weighted addition layer is implemented within (A) the 1st layer only,
(B) the 1st and 2nd layer, and (C) within all the three layers of the DNN.

Fig. 10. (a) Simulated label prediction of the DNN indicates an accuracy of
95%. (b) Experimental image prediction using the photonic weighted addition
within the 1st hidden layer (case A in Fig. 9). (c) Experimental image prediction
using the photonic weighted addition within the 1st and the 2nd hidden layer
(case B in Fig. 9). (d) Experimental image prediction when using the photonic
weighted addition within all the three layers (case C in Fig. 9).

saturation region of the hyperbolic tangent, or in other words
when the output data are pushed to the edges of the ‘±1’ range
of tanh output (see Fig. 8, traces from neuron 2 and 4). For the
output layer 3, all the improvements are roughly 5%, due to
the fact that the optimization procedure is executed only on the
linear combination of the neuron outputs of the layer.

Correlation matrices are used to show how accurate is the
final prediction made by the photonic neural network. In order to
understand the role of the PIC into the changes in final prediction
accuracy, this is calculated in three cases: the on chip weighted
addition operation is implemented only within layer 1 and the
output is fed to the remaining simulated network (Fig. 9-A),
the on chip weighted addition operation is implemented within
layer 1 and layer 2 and the output from layer 2 is fed to the
remaining simulated network (Fig. 9-B), and finally the on-chip
weighted addition operation is implemented within all the three
layers (Fig. 9-C).

In Fig. 10a we display the prediction accuracy coming from
the simulation on the PC: This is calculated to be 95% as
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Fig. 11. The error propagation through the different stages in a layer. The error
contributions from different stages comes from the error differences between
adjacent stages.

6 versicolor, out of 36 instances, are not well predicted. Af-
ter adding the on-chip integrated weighted addition layer, we
also calculated the accuracy prediction in case A, B, and C of
Fig. 9. The prediction accuracy decreases when the number of
layers implemented on a photonic neural network increases,
changing from 91.7% accuracy (Fig. 10b, case A) down to
85.8% (Fig. 10d, case C). This may not be mainly attributed
to the on-chip integrated networks: at the layer interfaces, the
information is converted several times from the electric into the
optical domain, and in the electrical domain again, which intro-
duces additional impairments. A comprehensive error analysis is
carried out in the next section to discriminate error contributions.

V. ERROR CONTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

We analyze all the error contributions to understand any phys-
ical limitation of the present implementation. The total errorσNj

measured at the output of every neuron Nj is the summation of the
signal impairments induced by different stages σk: the distortion
at the modulation, at the weighted addition operation within the
photonic chip, at the detection path, and the error induced by
applying bias and activation function. It can be described as:

σNj
= σmod + σchip + σdet + σbias + σact.

The error from modulation, σmod, includes the error from the
distortion induced by the electrical amplification after pattern
generator for driving the optical amplitude modulator. Error
from the chip,σchip, quantifies the order of impairments building
up within the chip due to crosstalk and chip imperfections. The
error from the detection path, σdet, includes the distortion error
from the pre-amplifier and the noise at the photodetector. The
error σbias from the bias and the error σact from the activation
function are important contribution as they may enhance previ-
ous errors.

All these error contributions can be accessed by measuring
the signal error at the output of the different stages in a layer
as illustrated in Fig. 11. The data at the input and at the output
port of the chip, at the detector output, after the bias, and after
activation function are measured. Then the error contributions
σk are calculated as error difference between the adjacent stages.
The total error is expected to accumulate while passing through
the different stages.

The modulation induces optical signal distortion. The data
after the modulator are recorded with a 0.5 nm pass bandwidth
filter and plotted with respect to the normalized original data
input from the computer. Fig. 12 shows the correlation of the data
at the chip input port and the original data set at the input of the

Fig. 12. Correlation of the data after modulation at the input channel with
respect to the normalized original data, for (a) channel 1, (b) channel 2,
(c) channel 3, and (d) channel 4.

TABLE III
DISTORTION FROM MODULATION σmod

first layer, after normalization. The NRMSE is then calculated
and shown for different channels from channel 1 (a) to channel
4 (d). The average of these errors gives the σmod at the input of
the first layer. The modulation errors of all the input channels
from λ1 to λ4, at the input of the first hidden layer, of the second
hidden layer and of the third (output) layer are listed in Table III.
The calculated average errorsσmod at the input of the first hidden
layer, of the second hidden layer and of the output layer are 0.03,
0.05 and 0.06, respectively.

The detection error is obtained by calculating the maximum
error between the detected data and the average data from N
times detection. Due to phase noise, the measured error ranges
from 0.015 to 0.026. σdet is set to a maximum fixed value of
0.03 and assumed to be identical for all the wavelengths.

From Fig. 13a to c, the error contributions of different stages
of the computation from the 1st hidden layer to the output layer
are shown. From the results in Fig. 13a and b, the activation
function shows to be an important factor in the error estimation.
The reason why the tanh function induces massive error (see for
example for Neuron 1 of Layer 1) is due to the fact that part of the
output data from the chip is close to zero, whose error does easily
enhance after the activation function. Vice versa, the activation
function does not incur in extra losses but, on the contrary,
improves the performance (see for example Neuron 4 of Layer 1)
when the output data is lying at the edges of [−1, 1] range, since
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Fig. 13. The error analysis from 5 different impairments contributions at
(a) Layer 1, (b) Layer 2, and (c) Layer 3. (d) Error evolution versus the number
of photonic layers implemented. The empty circles show the error from single
layers, the empty triangles plot the estimated error accumulation, the full circles
plot the measured error. The cross symbols show the final prediction accuracy.
The solid line on top highlights the final prediction accuracy simulated via
computer.

the activation function tends to compress the data. The error
contribution from the modulation is the net major contribution
to the total final output error, while the matrix multiplication on
chip contributes to the error for less than the 0.03, i.e., less than
the error due to the detection path. Removing the error from the
electro-optical (E/O) conversions would significantly reduce the
total error at the output.

After analyzing the error distribution per layer of neurons, we
also analyze how every layer contributes to the final performance
of the implemented neural network. For estimating the error
incurred by one layer σLm

, the average of the error at the output
of every neuron j, σNj

, is considered:

σLm
=

1

n

n∑

1

σNj
.

Then the average error of the 1st layer, of the 2nd layer
and of the output layer is 0.10, 0.06, and 0.07, respectively
(empty circles in Fig. 13d). In addition, we estimate the error
accumulation at the output of each layer: this is 0.10, 0.16,
and 0.23 at the different layers, respectively (empty triangles
in Fig. 13d). The real distortion of the data from experiments to
the simulated trained DNN model on the computer is calculated
to be 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 at the output of the 1st layer, of the
2nd layer and of the output layer, respectively (full circles in
Fig. 13d): The estimated accumulation line follows well the
calculated error line. Finally, the final prediction accuracy of
the network is shown via a line of crossings in Fig. 13d: this
matches with the trend of the error evolution from the first to
the last layer, as expected. Moreover, while the accumulated
error increases up to 0.2, the prediction accuracy is reduced by

only 9.2% with respect to the simulated prediction accuracy.
This outcome proofs that the photonic DNN is robust against
the impairments added to the signal under processing.

It is important to note that, for the specific case of the Iris
flower classification problem, the resolutions offered by the
used DACs for the input vectors and for the weights and by the
ADC at the receiver side are not expected to impact the ultimate
accuracy. On the other hand, these networks are expected to be
fault tolerant: An analysis of the use of lower resolution DACs
and ADC for the same Iris classification problem reveals that
the use of DACs with less than 4-bit precision does not allow to
accurately classify the Iris flower. Also, for this extreme case,
an ADC of at least 6 bit precision must be used not to degrade
the ultimate accuracy.

VI. DISCUSSION

A new cross-connectivity scheme on a photonic integrated
chip has been proposed and demonstrated with the potential to
outperform the power and speed metrics of electronic hardware.
However, one important aspect that deserves discussion is the
scalability of this system in relation to power consumption and
accumulated noise.

One of the most important figures of merit in data computation
is the number of operations one can execute per unitary Joule,
which relates to the energy consumption. In our implementation,
for every multiplication we assign a gain to an SOA via an
average injected current of 35 mA, corresponding to a power
consumption of 42 mW/SOA and a total power consumption of
2.7 W for 1 layer of 8 neurons with 8 inputs. This might look pro-
hibitive when scaling up. However, unlike in electronics where
the power linearly increases with the number of operations, in
photonics the energy consumption, if from one side increases
with the number operations, from the other side it scales down
with the symbol rate: For a 10 GS/s, as in this paper case, and
by including the scale factor for analog operation, the energy
consumption is of order of 4.2 pJ/operation, which is of the same
order as state-of-the-art electronics [14]. Alternatively, photonic
micro-ring resonators based on reversed-bias electro-optic tun-
ing [36] could be applied to this scheme: A power consumption
down to tens of μW per ring has been demonstrated, leading
to few tens of fJ/operation energy consumption for this matrix
multiplication concept and for the same symbol rate, which is
expected to overturn the previous numbers. Also, for the specific
case of the Iris classification problem, the photonic integrated
engine, while is three order of magnitude faster than a CPU,
it is just comparable to the Tensor Process Unit (TPU) speed.
However higher bandwidth applications are foreseen to allow the
demonstration of high performance photonic integrated engines.

Cascading layers may also influence noise building up. The
accumulated noise may result in effective truncation errors, lim-
iting the final accuracy of the optical neural network. Eventually,
the co-integration of tunable filters for noise suppression is
desired. The co-integration of AWGs in our first implementation
already helps with the noise rejection. Previously, we have
demonstrated that the optical dynamic range is still guaranteed
after cascading three stages of SOAs on chip, so that a 3 layer
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deep neural network is fully possible [37]. Implementing a
higher number of layers in the photonic neural network would
require bit precision adaptation to the available optical signal to
noise ratio (OSNR) at the specific layer in order to mitigate trun-
cation errors along the network. Initial concepts of co-integrated
per-channel power monitoring and OSNR calculation [38], [39]
may be exploited, in order to increase chip awareness and pro-
vide feedback for fast neuron precision adaptation. Finally, the
mentioned power metrics can be readily improved if alternative
approaches that see the co-integration of shorter SOAs sections
and Mach Zehnder Interferometer stages are exploited [25]: this
approach would offer low power consumption reprogrammable
dynamic range at lower noise.

The comprehensive error analysis carried out in Section V
shows that the on-chip induced impairments are not the main
source of error, as the most important contribution is the ac-
cumulation of the distortions coming from the electro-optical
conversions. This suggests that an on-chip all-optical neural net-
work implementation is expected to improve the photonic neural
network performance. In particular, the availability of SOAs on
chip for the neural network implementation proposed in this
paper makes already possible the monolithic co-integration of
the non-linear function [28], [40], [41]. However this research is
still under investigation. Recently, we have demonstrated that we
can achieve comparable error at the neuron output by cascading
a discrete NL-SOA component to the weighted addition linear
function [42], but this still requires optimization. On the other
hand, on-chip signal distortion is mainly due, for this chip
architecture, to the optical cross-talk induced by the AWGs.
Higher precision lithography tools can then be used to further
reduce the crosstalk [43], as well as losses [44].

VII. CONCLUSION

An InP photonic neural network has been realized and demon-
strated based on SOA technology. The integrated chip provides
4 weighted addition units while the activation function is imple-
mented via software. The on chip SOAs are operated in the linear
regime, which reduces the complexity of weight calibration. This
is demonstrated with an NRMSE smaller than 0.08 and a best
case dynamic range of 27 dB.

The Iris flower classification problem has been used as a small
scale example to demonstrate that the photonic neural network
concept allows to get as similar accuracy as in electronics.
The final prediction accuracy, after a three-layer photonic DNN
implemented for an image classification problem, is reduced
by 9.2% with respect to the simulated prediction accuracy.
A comprehensive error analysis, performed to understand that
the on-chip induced impairments, suggests that an on-chip all-
optical neural network implementation is expected to improve
photonic neural networks performance.

The co-integration of gain elements and filters is foreseen to
provide a large dynamic range as well as to enable a route to scal-
able DNNs. In the future, the photonic neural network structure
may be extended to operate as a recurrent neural network, by
feeding the optical signal back to the chip. Convolution neural
networks are also possible by using the cross-connect scheme

and may allow to fully explore the WDM operation. However,
the real benefit of the photonic integration approach may be
demonstrated by running higher bandwidth applications, such
as sensing, radio-spectrum manipulation and cars self-driving.
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